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Create Anthing With Clay comes with eight blocks of colorful polymer clay and a ton of terrific ideas.

Projects include Itty-Bitty Hardback Books, Incredible Sushi and make-your-own Snow Globes.

Bake your masterpieces to permanence in your home oven.Comes With: 8 one-ounce brks of

polymer clay&#149; Create wonderful things &#149; Be good &#149; Have fun
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I wanted to mention a little omething about the reader wndering about page 5 in this book. The

writing does stop in mid - sentence but if you want to know how long to bake, just read the individual

instructions for each craft and you will find the exact baking time for your project.I would strongly

suggest anyone who would like to work with polymer clay to buy this book! There are plenty of

wonderful projects to keep anyone busy for a long time. If you run out of clay, most local craft stores

will carry more - either Sculpey III or other sculpey brands like Presto which is just about the same.

Buy this book and enjoy!

Create Anything with Clay is a Klutz publication that will not disappoint. Ordered through  (is there

any place else to order from?), this book comes with instructions and polymer clay to make

whatever your heart desires. OK, it's a kid's book and I bought it for myself--I do let them make

suggestions, though. The instructions are clear and easy to follow, encouraging the reader to build



with confidence. The clay is good quality and quite supple making it easy to manipulate for kids or

kids at heart. The clay supply is generous and colorful. This is a great activity book for inside play

and creativity.

Very nice book for beginners and the clay is included so you can try out your skills before you buy

larger containers of clay. Good Instructions.

My 9 year old grand daughter immediately dropped everything to look through this book. She

declared it was exactly what she needed to make clay objects with all the clay and tools she'd

received for Christmas.

I bought this book nearly 10 years ago now and I still recommend it. I found out about polymer clay

through this book. An instant start. As an adult I enjoyed the projects and it was a great way to jump

in to a new hobby that became a way of life. This year I bought it for my ten year old niece and now

all she wants is polymer clay.Easy way to start claying.

My kids always ask me to play moldeling clay with them. I don't have much artistic sense so I

bought this book. I find it very useful to learn basic techniques and get ideas for our projects. Kids

and I would flip through the pages and pick one project we want to try. The projects are all so cute

and colorful. It is fun just to look at the pictures. I like how the book show the basic steps for certain

project and offered variation based on it. I also like the variety of projects. Not just clay figures but

also many decoration and craft ideas. My older kid in primary school can follow the instructions by

himself. The paper is thick and sturdy which is very important to withstand my kids' rough love.

My daughter has enjoyed making so many things from this book. It's also a great way to build the

muscels in the hands. Klutz books give great simple instructions in a fun way. Kids loves to get

these Klutz activity books as gifts. My favorate is the Klutz Artrageous book.

I am very happy with this purchase. It was shipped the very day I ordered it. It was listed as

new-good condition but whenit arrived it was actually in excellent condition and to my surprise came

with a bonus 8oz of multi colored clay. very pleased.
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